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February at Cooyal
For once the weather was kind (apart from a
gusting 5 – 10 mph cross wind). In fact,
Mudgee has received lots of rain since the New
Year. Unfortunately, it has come in big bursts
and the ground is drying out fast leaving long
grass and a high fire risk
Members shot 900, 700, 500 and 300 yards
with the option of shooting the 300 offhand or
from sticks.
The revised rule is that offhand is no longer obligatory for the short distance and there is no
penalty or handicap applied if you shoot from
sticks (which, of course, everyone did).
The winner was Ken Brown with a very nice 96
out of a maximum of 120, including a possible
and two hearts at the 500.
2nd and 3rd were myself (Bill Sherman) and
Gary Vandersluis, but we were a long way behind so I’m leaving out the scores.
The pistol facilities at Cooyal are now as required by NSW Firearms Registry and there
was time for pistol practice on both Friday and
Saturday afternoons.

NO MARCH MATCH
The March Match at Cooyal has been cancelled at the request of Landowner Barry
Baker. The dates scheduled, unfortunately, conflicted with his farming needs.
The next match at Cooyal will be on the
weekend of 27/28 April. Details from Secretary Paul McCarthy nearer the date.
Barry was also concerned about the risk of
fire and is expecting a total fire ban by the
scheduled dates in March if it stays dry as
predicted.

Above. Ken Brown was the winner of the February
Match at Cooyal, seen here getting his prize from
BRAA President Gary Vandersluis.
Below. Club Member Peter Urner in action at
Cooyal during the February shoot.

.

Date Change for the Billy Dixon
Our signature event, the 2019 Billy Dixon Match and NSW
State Titles for Long Range Black Powder Cartridge Rifles will
be held at the Nioka Range on 16 to 18 August (not in September as previously advised.
As in previous years, shooting will start on the Friday afternoon
with a .22 competition and the main match will get underway on
Saturday.

Saturday morning will be practice and the two segments of the
competition will be shot on Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning.

Bullet recovery
Gavin Dignam sent in the picture below which
my be of interest to members. Its not often you
get to see what actually happens to bullets.
Here are Gavin’s notes:
The five centre grease groove bullets are from
my 44/77 cartridges, 495gr bullet. Test firing,
recovery and photos are courtesy of my friend
Kurt in the US, Notice the mouse’ nibbles at
the base? This is gas cutting. Not nearly as
bad as can occur but not good either. The rifling marks on the ogive give you some idea of
the bullet ‘setback on firing. These bullets are
cast in 16:1 lead/tin. The examples are flanked
by two paper patch bullets of Kurt's.
I think we will be backing off the load slightly
and filling the space with an extra wad to better
protect the bullet base.

Do you have a Zombie Knife?
Amendments to the Weapons Prohibition Act
1998 which comes into effect on 28 February
2019 includes ‘Zombie Knives’ in the schedule of prohibited weapons. And you may
have one. So what are they?
They are defined as a device with a multiedged blade, including a serrated section of
blade, and:
i) is advertised or otherwise made available
for sale using images or words that suggest
that the device or knife is intended to be used
for violence, whether actual or threatened
against a person or fictional creature, or
ii) or (abbreviated) has markings on the blade
or handle that suggest the same
Better take a look at your hunting and fishing
knives.
The banned knives do not have to be as dramatic as the one pictured above!

